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“Children’s series
books have historically
been frowned upon by
educators and librarians alike. Due to this,
thousands of the books
have been disregarded
as the equivalent of
‘trashy’ for children,
and have thus been
excluded from the
classroom.”
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Schoolhouse: Why
Children’s Series Have
Wrongly Been Excluded
from the Classroom
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find something you want to

reading? Should children be
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popular categories – like books

the Walter Moseley mysteries

about things with wheels or

or the ones by Tony Hillerman.

monsters. There are parenting
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collections, international lang-
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uage
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sameness in a series – or even in
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unrelated works by the same

are aimed toward making it
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easier for a library user to find a
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and other authors.
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I believe there are no
A series fills this same

wrong books. I think books are

need in children and adults.

like stepping-stones across a

Once you’ve read and enjoyed

running creek: Our foot rests on

one of the books, you know you

each one - sometimes for a

will probably like the other

longer

ones.

happiest

barely make contact. But in the

moments is when I find a great

end, it is the crossing that

new author and inside the front

matters.

One

of

my

time,

sometimes

we

cover of the book is a long list
of other titles by the same
person. Of course, these aren’t
necessarily a series – each may
have

completely

different

characters and stories – but it is
the same principle.
And of course, adults
read series all the time – look at
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